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What do writers write?
 Cereal

Boxes
 Greeting Cards
 Song Lyrics
 Nuclear Power
Plant Manual

What‘s a person do with a
BFA in Fine Art + biology minor ?

Decorating & Craft Ideas
for Christmas

Christmas with
Southern Living

Life fuels writing!

BOYS QUEST magazine

How-To Writing
 Write

3 steps for
making a peanut
butter and jelly
sandwich.
 Re-write it in 5
steps.
 Re-write as if for a
gourmet
magazine.


http://www.fromthemixedupfiles.com/2018/01
/stem-tuesday-exploration-crafts-resources/

CHILD
TIMES

Testing, 1, 2, 3

•Fun Facts
•Trivia
•Event Reporting
•Interviews
•Games
•Crafts

Just for Kids

Enjoying an article?

Vacation Planning?

Images used with permission

Looking for Something to Do?

Taking a Test?
20. A scientist was studying unique curving lines
etched in rocks in the Negev desert. No one could
figure out what was creating the lines.

Which creative method below would explain how
the scientist discovered that snails were carving the
lines each night?
A. The scientist researched in the library to discover
if other rocks had similar lines.
B. The scientist video recorded what happened on
the rocks 24 hours a day.
C. The scientist moved a rock into the laboratory to
study its composition.
D. The scientist watched the rocks all day long.
ANS: B

What do writers write?
 Podcasts
 Historical

Markers
 Warm Camel Milk
 Monster Bug Wars
 Review for a slime
kit!!!
...

Finding the
right fit…
http://www.nonfictionminut
e.org/the-nonfictionminute/toxic-armpits

Arctic Bumblebee
Short Season
In cold climates, most insects work hard
to keep warm blood near their wing
muscles so that they can fly. Not the
queen Arctic bumblebee. She sends
warm blood away from her wings.
Why?
To keep her babies warm.

Photo by Dr. Hollis Woods, Used with permission

With alternating pumps of the heart,
she send swarm blood into her
abdomen and cold blood out. Pressing
her abdomen against her brood
clump, she can heat her eggs to 86⁰ F (
30 ⁰ C) even when it is freezing outside.
She must raise her young quickly
because the growing season is short.

Venn Diagram
Bugs Don’t Hug

Museum Text

Words or facts that support the “story.”

Bugs Don’t Hug

Cook’s Museum
Short Season

At nap time bugs don’t cradle little
ones.
[Mother Arctic bee: Rock-a-bye
baby . . .]
But baby Arctic bees do snooze in
snuggly spots.
A mother Arctic bee presses her
warm belly against her babies’
bedroom. The heat she shares
keeps her young cozy even in the
bitter Arctic cold.

In cold climates, most insects work
hard to keep warm blood near their
wing muscles so that they can fly. Not
the queen Arctic bumblebee. She
sends warm blood away from her
wings. Why?
To keep her babies warm.
With alternating pumps of the heart,
she sends warm blood into her
abdomen and cold blood out. Pressing
her abdomen against her brood
clump, she can heat her eggs to 86⁰ F (
30 ⁰ C) even when it is freezing outside.
She must raise her young quickly
because the growing season is short.

Voice Choice
In pairs,
 Come up with three descriptive words for
the tone/voice of each of those
passages.
 Who do you think the target audience is
for each piece of text?
 What specific words or other features of
the writing match the intended
audience?

Which Pic?

Curation is the Key
Saguaro Cactus Hot Notes

Saguaro Stats:

General

State flower of Arizona

Candelabra shape

Tohono O'odham harvested and ate fruit

200 years old

Dies from wind or washouts

Roots incredibly wide ranging

14,000 Pounds

A saguaro can weigh 14,000 pounds (6,350
kg). 95% of that weight may be water.

200 Years

Size








Grows between 1 and 1.5 inches in the first eight years of its life.
Can reach 15 m high. Don't bloom until 50 years old.
May weigh 9,000 kg.
May weigh 6 tons or more.(NPS)
Branches appear at 50-70 years. (NPS) may take 100 in low precip areas
Flowers appear at 35 (NPS)
An adult saguaro is generall40 y considered to be about 125 years of age. It
may weigh 6 tons or more and be as tall as 50 feet. The average life span of a
saguaro is probably 150 - 175 years of age. However, biologists believe that
some plants may live over 200 years. (NPS)

Flowers










Saguaro flowers bloom at night and for less than 24 hours.
open at night and close the following afternoon. (NPS)
Saguaro fruit provides food and moisture for food and moisture for finches,
woodpeckers, doves, bats, tortoise, javelin and coyote
Saguaro flowers are white in color about 3 inches (8cm) in diameter. They emit
a strong smell, sort of like overripe melons.
During the night the flowers are pollinated by the lesser long-nosed bat (with a
long tongue) and the Mexican long-tongued bat. During the daytime the
flowers are pollinated by bees and birds such as the white-winged dove.
Mutualism
Fruits can hold 2,000 seeds (NPS)
a saguaro can produce some 40 million seeds during its lifetime. (NPS)
Self-incompatable -= requires help from mammal, bird or insect

Under the right conditions, a saguaro can live
for 200 years and be 600 ft (18 m) tall.

50 Feet

Roots can radiate up to 50 feet (18 m) from
the trunk.

5 Inches

Most roots are in the top 4-6 inches (10-15 cm)
of soil.

2 Feet

One tap root typically extends only 2 feet (60
cm) down.

1 storm

A single storm can topple a saguaro.

Cavities:

Made by Gila woodpecker male and female working together every spring.
Or the gilded flicker

Elf owls, screech owls, purple martins, finches and sparrows

Photo used under CC0 from
https://www.maxpixel.net/Sunset-Saguaro-Cactus-Desert-Silhouette-Cactus-Sky-1554927

You’re in Charge!
Tardigrades

Also called waterbear or moss piglet

8 legs. Not an insect. Not a spider. Has it’s
own phylum designated to it.

0.3 – 0.5 mm long on average

Most of the 900 known species spend their
life in moss or lichen

Many are green, brown, yellow, pink,
orange, red, black or purple but aquatic
ones are usually white

When stressed by environmental
conditions, a tardigrade turns into a “tun”
– a dehydrated state in which it looks
dead. Decreases its metabolic rate to
0.1%. During that time a strong sugar
mixture preserves its organelles.



This reversible state can be induced by
dehydration and cooling.
Can probably survive 10 years as a tun












Can survive radiation that is 1,000 times
stronger than the level humans can
survive.
Can survive pressure as powerful as 6,000
times that of the atmosphere.
NASA exposed tardigrades to outer space
for 10 days. 68% of those shielded from
radiation survived. Some of them even
survived when exposed to radiation in
space. Only animal known to survive
outer space.
Can live at -485 degrees F which is just
above absolute zero. For perspective, the
coldest temperature ever recorded on
earth was - 144 F.
Can survive even if ice forms in their cells.
In most animals, that would perforate the
cell membranes, causing fatal damage.
Can survive up to as well as up to 300
degrees F.

Image used with permission from Phinneus Jones, 22 Tardigrade
https://www.flickr.com/photos/phineasx/22700561712
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Beyond the book into Activism

Coming Right Up! (Vomit, that is)
How about some fresh carrion – rotting
dead flesh – for dinner? Young
American burying beetles are excited
by that thought, but only if their parents
hang around to prepare it. Mom and
Dad Beetle bury a dead mouse, strip
off its fur, and cover it in spit to keep it
fresh – yuck! Mom lays her eggs in the
dirt nearby. Once the babies hatch,
they beg for food. Mom and Dad
vomit partially digested mouse bits right
into their mouths.
Unfortunately, the American burying
beetle is endangered. There are
probably several reasons for this, but
one reason, believe-it-or-not, is that
there’s not enough carrion to go
around!

12. A scientist watched a desert lizard stand in the
rain. It spread its legs stretching its body wide, and
held its head and tail down. It opened and closed
its mouth in a rhythmic way. The scientist dropped
colored water on the lizard's back and watched it
move through channels toward the lizard's head.
The scientist thought the lizard might be using its
body to catch rain water to drink. To test his idea,
he weighed the lizard and then dripped rainwater
on it. He observed it repeat the behavior. After the
lizard was dry, the scientist weighted it again. The
lizard weighed more.
What conclusion could the scientist make from
this experiment?
A. Lizards absorb water through their skin.
B. This lizard drank the rainwater.
C. All lizards do this with water.
D. All lizards drink water.
ANS: B

Test Time

11. In Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, the River Styx typically
carries water from the cave out to the Green River. However,
sometimes River Styx runs the other direction. No one knows
why this happens. The first step in solving this mystery is to
determine when and how often the river reverses its flow. This
can be a challenge because the river is underground and hard to
access. Sometimes the river moves so slowly that it is hard to
tell which direction it is flowing.

Students at a nearby middle school came up with a creative
way to test this phenomenon. They know that in the winter the
water temperature of an underground river should be warmer
than that of water at the surface. Using this information, how
might the students test the direction of the flow in the River
Styx?
A. use thermometers in the air and in the river to record
temperatures
B. test the air temperature in the cave and the water temperature
on the surface
C. place thermometers in both rivers and compare the
temperatures on the same day
D. compare the water temperature with the water temperature
on the surface
ANS: C

Test Time

